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Collaborative writing 

• ‘the jointly produced and shared text, a text 
that cannot easily be reduced to the separate 
input of individuals (Stahl, 2006). As such the 
text produced is also jointly owned’ (Storch 
2013)  
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Research questions 

• Do students discuss language when working 
together? 

• Does this discussion have any effect on the 
text? 

• Is the talk enabled by collaboration of value in 
itself? 

• Is there a dichotomy in encouraging 
collaboration as preparation for high-stakes 
individual assessment? 



• ‘Language learning is an intersubjective and 
inherently social phenomenon’ (Halliday 2004) 

 

• Collaborative writing creates a situation where 
language is the object of discussion, and 
discussion is the practice of language. 
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Sociocultural theory 

Internalisation 
of collective 
knowledge 

Teacher 
scaffolding 

• Macro level, 
designed in to 
classroom activities 

Learner 
scaffolding 

• Correction, 
feedback  

Collective ZPD 

• Synchronous, 
spontaneous 

• Technology-
enabled 

Community of 
practice 

• Engagement with 
experienced group 
members 



Pre-writing activities  

Discuss and 
analyse the essay 

question 

Student work in 
groups to generate 

ideas 

Ideas shared with 
class and scribed 

on board 

Joint composition 
of introduction 

paragraph 

Work in groups of 
3-4 to write rest of 

essay 



Data sources 

1. Essay texts produced on Google Doc, with 
revision history 

2. Transcript of audio recordings of two groups 

3. Follow up interviews with a small number of 
student participants 



Google Doc revision history function 



Time Text  

11.17 Student might Nerves might affect performance or 

pressure. 

11.17 Student have so many pressures might Nerves might 

affect performance or pressure. 

11.18 Student might lose their confidence under test pressure 

have so many pressures Nerves might affect performance 

or pressure. 

Revision history extracted from Google 
Doc 



Editing vs. composition: number of 
revisions 

Time Revisions 

Session 1 29 23 (0.79 p/m) 

Session 2 37 29 (0.78 p/m) 

Session 3 56 60 (1.07 p/m) 



Editing vs. composition: number of 
turns 

Session 1 [27 mins writing] Session 3 [54 mins writing] 

Total = 149 [5.5 turns per min] Total = 484 [9.0 turns per min] 



Text revision and transcript 

Text    Transcript 

Student might lose their confidence 

doing the test, and they may feel 

nervous. Nerves might affect 

performance or pressure. For 

example, oral test causes a large 

amount of pressures on students 

because they usually feel afraid of 

making mistakes, and being judged. 

Also having specific time for 

examinations provides a huge 

amount of consideration. Therefore, 

students don’t have enough time to 

prepare for examinations. 

S2

  

but this mean .. therefore is show 

result but this first sentence, first 

sentence is about nervous but this 

one means- 

S3 
yeah, [S1 right] a different, different 

opinion  

S2 =yeah, like is different opinion 



Language related episodes: 
‘any part of a dialogue where students talk about the language they are 

producing, question their language use, self and other correct’ (Storch 2008) 

S3: maybe we use exam, is better (S2 inaudible) I mean test change for 

exam. It’s ok 

S2: (inaudible) not writing test, just (examination)?  

LEXIS (word choice-noun) 

S2: what is .. verb(?)? 

S1: what is .. the ver-? (S2 reading text back) 

S2: we have to use now verb? 

S3: subject ... we lost subject 

S2: this is subject 

FORM (syntax) 

S2: having speci- having 

S1: if you gonna write examination it’s not right, so we have to use for 

S2: for, ah yeah [S3 sound of agreement] 

FORM (prep) 



Speech functions and roles 

Extract 1 

S1 or let’s say they lose confidence  Imperative 

S2 yeah confidence, yeah   Acknowledgement 

Extract 2 

S1 OK, so nervousness, we have to make it noun, the second 

nervous 

S2 it is not noun? 

S1 I think it’s adjective 

S2 it is noun, it is noun 

S1 noun? 

S2 yeah, it’s noun. This is adjective and this is noun 

S1 ah, ah, OK 



Text   Transcript 

Student might lose their 

confidence doing the test, 

and they may feel nervous. 

Nerves might affect 

performance or pressure. 

For example, oral test 

causes a large amount of 

pressures on students 

because they usually feel 

afraid of making mistakes, 

and being judged. Also 

having specific time for 

examinations provides a 

huge amount of 

consideration. Therefore, 

they can not display their all 

ability. 

S2 ah, so they can’, they can’, they can’ they can’ 

display, they can’, they can’ display their (all) ability 

(sounds of agreement, typing) 

S2 they can’t display, how can I say 

S3 cannot, cannot (3.0) 

S2 display is ok? 

S4 (reading) display, they cannot display 

S2 they cannot display their [S3 inaudible] their 

ability? 

S3 their is (laughter) 

S2 oh, oh (laughter) their (8.0) 

S2 its ok? (sounds of agreement) (10.0) 

S2 oh, so difficult 

Private speech, vocalised 

Seeking help 

Supplying academic register 

Correcting spelling? 

Collective scaffolding 1 



Collective scaffolding 2 

Student might lose their 

confidence doing the 

test, and they may might 

feel nervous. Nerves 

might affect 

performance or 

pressure. 

S1 and they might feel nervous 

S2 I feel nervous now (laughter) 

S1 and they might feel (2.0) (inaudible) 

S3 
(maybe we need to) change modal verb so we 

use two (might)? 

S2 ah, yeah 

S3 (we should change one) 

S2 ah, so, may? yeah may? 

S3 may, yeah 

Modal declaratives, high 
obligation 

Group feeling 



From spoken to written language 

‘Student might lose their confidence doing the test, and 
they may feel nervous. Nerves might affect 
performance or pressure.’  

 

S1    yeah, and they might feel 

S2    (typing) “and .. they .. might .. feel” 

S3    (very nervous) 

S2    nervous?  



Better essays? 

• Group 1 

• 190 words 

• 6/18 error-free clauses 

• Appropriate but limited 
vocabulary 

• Cohesion mainly by 
conjunctions 

• Mostly simple and 
compound sentences 

• Wide range of 
grammatical errors 

• Group 2 

• 271 words 

• 26/30 error free clauses 

• Extensive use of 
appropriate vocabulary; 
strong collocations 

• Extensive use of 
referential pronouns 

• Many complex sentences 



Feedback from participants 

• ‘I was the one who typed, so whenever they gave me 
an idea I could type it so I could structure everything’ 

• ‘I can use some structure, some sentence, I can use it if 
I want to write a new essay because I know the 
grammar, (words), the correct sentence I can use it in 
the future’ 

• ‘if I’m looking for a word or synonym I’ll get four 
different synonyms which is really helpful for me’ 

• ‘if I think about what we did in the group maybe I will 
remember a better word’  

• ‘even if I think it’s [the form] right maybe I’ll change it if 
they argue with me a lot’  



Guidance  

• Pre-writing activities should not be rushed 

• Jointly constructed text should be available   

• Spontaneous production maximises 
interaction and language related episodes 

• Longer composition time is better. 

• Try groups for brainstorming but pairs for 
writing  

 



Summary  

• Students verbalise when working together 
• Tech enables synchronous, spontaneous composition; 

encourages revision 
• Students scaffold each other’s learning 
• Written text becomes an artefact to verbalise about, and 

record of language use 
• Students adopt different roles, speech functions; roles can 

shift 
• Collaborative tasks can consolidate, practice and share 

existing knowledge 
• talkaboutwriting.com 
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